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Statement of the Problem

 
In exploring these relationships, it became clear that
underlying light-toned materials showed a range of 
material properties, identified based on their erosional 
expression at the surface (Fig. 2). We chose to further 
explore this relationship to determine whether different
material properties reflected specific positions in the 
stratigraphy of the light-toned unit.    

During Fall 2019, we mapped >30 quads of Jezero
crater, east and south of the primary landing ellipse 
(Fig. 1). Mapped regions showed a complex inter-
action between light- and dark-toned crater floor
materials, wherein dark-toned material differentially
mantles variably eroded light-toned materials.

To begin our analysis, three point problems were used
to calculate stratigraphic dips, which were typically <6°.
Low dips made it reasonable to calculate stratigraphic 
relationships based on topography. Eleven distinct 
facies were then identified and used to explore the
stratigraphy of light-toned crater floor units.      

 

We began this exploration with several discrete observations:
 (1) that light-toned rock units in the Jezero crater floor showed distinct differences in
    erosional expression;
 (2) that, in certain local regions, regions of differing erosional expression were super-
    imposed, sugesting a stratigraphic relationship between rock units that differ in 
    ways (e.g. grain size, extent of cementation, etc.) that affects erodability.  

Our primary goal in this exploration was to determine whether the topographic position
of rock units with distinct erosional expressions could possibly be used to reconstruct
a stratigraphy of the light-toned crater floor material. After completing numerous profiles 
across the basin, we determined that our methods were not able to discern any clear 
stratigraphic relationships.
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Profile 1

Profile 2

Profile 3

Location of three profiles through portions of
Jezero crater east and south of the landing 
ellipse (Fig. 3). The region was divided into 
1.2 km2 quadrangles for mapping purposes. 
Our profiles represent E-W transects across 
the mapped region of Jezero Crater. The 
landing siteis represented by the white ellipse 
in the northwestern corner of the figure.   
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Topographic Profiles 
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Dark-toned smooth mantle with no indication of underlying bedrock

Mantled Dark-toned mantling material; exposure of underlying bedrock (oft crater rims)
Heavily Mantled Dark-toned mantling material with rare exposure of underlying bedrock

Light-toned bedrock; little topographic relief; typically polygonally fractured
Light-toned bedrock; little topographic relief; sparsely exposed in mantle
Light-toned bedrock; discrete ridges; topographic relief over surrounding
Light-toned bedrock; broad exposures; few, heavily degraded craters
Light-toned bedrock; broad exposures; many, well-defined craters 
Light-toned bedrock; broad exposures; erodes into distinct, sharp peaks
Light-toned bedrock; topographically high; flat topped, strongly dissected 
Bedrock not visible under surficial sand dunes

Facies Name Description of Facies Color

“Delta remnants”

Pinnacled texture topographically 
higher than smooth polygonal texture

Pinnacled texture topographically 
higher than smooth polygonal texture

Barely mantled regions appear
much like inlier bedrock

Pinacle texture in dark-toned
unit is similar to that 
in inliers to the west

Delta 

Mantling in topographically
�at regions

Mantling in topographically
�at regions

Mantling in topographically
�at regionsMantling in topographically

�at regions

Profile 1 begins within the Jezero
crater landing ellipse at the edge
of the western delta. Most of the
profile crosscuts the dark-toned
crater floor unit, with limited 
exposure of underlying light-toned
crater floor materials.       

Profile 2 begins within 
an inlier of light-toned 
crater floor materials.
Most of the profile  
consists of differential
mantling by dark-toned
crater floor materials.    

Profile 3 lies south of the main 
landing ellipse, and consists
largely of light-toned crater 
floor materials, with minimal
mantling by dark-toned strata.
   

A New Hypothesis
Despite being unable to reconstruct a clear stratigraphy of light-toned bedrock materials,
certain topographic relationships appear valid: where ‘smooth polygonal’ and ‘pinnacled’
textures both occur, the latter appears to lie topographically higher than the former. 
Similarly, ‘ridged’ textures form clear topographic highs over adjacent rock exposures. 

These observations suggest that stratigraphic relationships between different rock 
textures can be teased out locally. We suggest that, on the scale of this study, our 
inability to distinguish stratigraphic patterns may indicate:
 (1) that the scale of the current measurements were insufficient to highlight 
    stratigraphic variability within the light-toned bedrock, or 
 (2) that light-toned bedrock may represent repetition of a limited number of units,
    resulting in similar textures being expressed at different stratigraphic positions. 

Additional Observations
Our profiles did show a very clear relationship, however, between the presence of dark-
toned mantling material and the regional topographic slope, wherein flatter regions are 
consistently represented by smooth mantling, and higher slopes are characterized by a 
decrease in the degree of mantling material and an increase in exposure of light-toned 
material, consistent with potential airfall or aeolian deposition of dark-toned materials. 
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